BACKGROUND
Fisheries subsidies are a major concern for the conservation and management of marine ecosystems and fisheries.
Certain types of fisheries subsidies have been shown to distort markets,1 contribute to unfair trade practices,2 hinder
international cooperation,3 increase CO2 emissions,4 and drive illegal and unsustainable fishing.5,6 Indeed, there is broad
scientific consensus that international rules on the provision of fisheries subsidies are necessary to help safeguard our
environment and to achieve sustainable fisheries.7
In 2001, the World Trade Organization (WTO) began negotiations to “strengthen disciplines” on fisheries subsidies. In
2015, the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals called for a prohibition on fisheries subsidies that contribute
to overcapacity, overfishing, and illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing. And in 2019, the European Green
Deal targeted a “transition to a modern, resource-efficient and competitive economy with no net emissions of
greenhouse gases by 2050”, thus, requiring effective carbon pricing and the removal of fossil fuel subsidies.
However, despite decades of negotiations and international commitments, rules on fisheries subsidies have yet to be
agreed, while their provision increases. In 2018, the fishing subsidies of European Union (EU) governments totalled
€3.2 billion, with fuel subsidies forming a significant share (21%).8

WHAT ARE FUEL SUBSIDIES
AND HOW ARE THEY HARMFUL?
According to the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, to which EU Member States (MS)
are signatories, a subsidy is any financial contribution from a public body to the private sector. This includes direct
transfers of funds (e.g. grants and loans) as well as indirect financial contributions such as the provision of goods
and services or where government revenue is foregone (e.g. tax concessions). This agreement therefore recognises
two forms of fuel subsidy: government payments that directly subsidise the cost of fuel and indirect fuel subsidies
in the form of exemptions or concessions from normal rates of fuel tax.
For the fishing sector, where there is a finite resource to sustain, fuel subsidies are uniquely harmful. As the main
function of fuel subsidies is to lower production costs, increased production is incentivised, which in fisheries translates
into increased fishing effort, exacerbated overfishing, and lower economic output for the sector. By subsidising
production, fuel subsidies allow fishers to operate outside of the usual bio-economic constraints (Fig.1).9

Figure 1: The impact of fuel subsidies on fishing effort in a standard bio-economic model.
Note: Costs and revenue lead to an equilibrium level of effort at point A (EA), whereas the provision of fuel subsidies leads to higher short-term profitability,
inducing further effort to a higher equilibrium at point C (EC).

The decision by fishers to increase their fishing effort (e.g. by making an extra fishing trip) is based on trip costs –
including fuel prices – and potential revenues. Exactly what contributes to the price of fuel is irrelevant to this decisionmaking. Fishers are indifferent to the composition of fuel prices they pay (e.g. extraction, transport, taxes) or how
the price paid relates to the world market price. For a business, the marginal costs and marginal revenues are all that
matters. When the fuel price is higher, fishing trips become less profitable, and fishing effort decreases. When the fuel
price is lower, fishing trips become more profitable, and fishing effort increases.
Some fisheries management measures, particularly the use of fishing limits such as total allowable catches (TACs),
can mitigate the incentive to increase fishing effort in the presence of fuel subsidies. However, while the incentive is
mitigated, it is not eliminated.
1. TACs only cover about half of EU landings – 61% of landed weight and 41% of landed value – and
fuel subsidies are provided to all fisheries without distinction.10 Even in fisheries where target species
are managed by TACs, there are often non-target species caught as by-catch that are not managed
by TACs.
2. While TACs theoretically limit fishing effort, they often exceed sustainable levels:11 Part of the reason
for this relates to the economics of fishing trips as fishing organisations lobby to increase TACs above
scientific advice12 when their members perceive it as in their financial interest to increase their catches,
such as when fishing trips above the TAC continue to be profitable.13
3. TACs are not always respected: illegal, unreported and regulated (IUU) fishing continues in the EU,
for example through the discarding of fish at sea.14 As the OECD explains in their analysis of fisheries
subsidies, “fishers will add IUU effort to the point where the additional profits from doing so equal the
expected fine they face”.15 As a result, OECD modelling finds that even with a TAC in place fuel subsidies
will reduce fish stocks (with the reduction approximately one-third as severe compared to an openaccess fishery without TACs).16
Increasing fishing effort and overfishing is a major environmental harm caused by fuel subsidies in marine fisheries,
but it is far from the only one. As businesses respond to price incentives, and the lower price of fuel brought about
by subsidies results in more fuel being used and therefore more CO2 emissions than if fuel subsidies were not in
place. This dynamic between the cost of an input and the quantity used is a basic feature of the pricing system and
is evident in the surge in innovation and fuel-saving techniques (fishing in rough weather, engine replacement, gear
adaptation, gear change, or changing target species) whenever fuel prices rise.17 This increase in fuel usage due to
a lower price is additional to the increase in fuel use generated by increasing fishing effort as fishing trips become
more profitable (Fig. 1).

Furthermore, because different fishing methods use fuel in different proportions, fuel subsidies also favour
fuel-intensive fishing methods, which is also highly correlated with fishing methods that cause more harm to the
marine environment. For similar species, large-scale fisheries, which travel further distances, have higher fuel costs in
proportion to income than small-scale fisheries which have higher labour costs in proportion to income. In addition,
active fishing gears such as trawling, have a much higher share of fuel costs in their cost structure than passive
gears. This divergence is often stark. In Dutch fisheries, 24-40 metre beam trawlers have fuel costs that total 29%
of fleet income, while for 18-24m drift/fixed nets that figure is 6%. In French Atlantic fisheries, 18-24 metre demersal
trawlers/seine have fuel costs that total 24% of fleet income, while for 0-10 metre passive gears that figure is 2%.18
This means that when seafood products compete in consumer markets (either directly with each other or with other
food products) fuel subsidies provide fuel-intense fishing types such as trawling with a competitive advantage. The
environmental impacts are significant as active gears, which impact the seabed, tend to have larger ecosystem impacts
than passive gears, in addition to consuming more fuel. As a result, fuel subsidies increase ecosystem impacts by
incentivising more harmful fishing methods.
Rather than abiding by the polluter pays principle, the provision of fuel subsidies is a perverse case where pollution
– through overfishing, CO2 emissions, and damage to the marine environment – is being paid.

WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
OF PROHIBITING EU FUEL SUBSIDIES?
The latest estimates put annual EU fishing fuel subsidies at around €1 billion,19 possibly as high as €1.5 billion.20
These are all indirect fuel subsidies in the form of exemptions or concessions from normal rates of fuel tax. However,
the distribution of these indirect fuel subsidies across the EU’s fishing fleet is highly unequal. First, the level of tax
exemption a fishing business benefits from depends on the MS to which they belong, since both fuel taxes and the
rate of exemption differ across MS. In Denmark, Sweden and Germany, for example, excise duties are high, whereas
in Spain and Lithuania the rate is minimal.21 Second, within a MS fleet the distribution is also unequal, due to relative
fuel usage. As mentioned in the previous section, EU small-scale fishing fleets benefit from fewer fuel subsidies than
the large-scale fleet – using about 0.15 litres of fuel for every €1 of fish landed, compared with the large-scale and
distant-water fleets that use more than twice that amount (about 0.32 and 0.37 thousand litres for every €1 of fish
landed, respectively).22
Given the unequal distribution of EU fuel subsidies, the socio-economic impacts of prohibition are also likely to be
unequal. A recent study by researchers at the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre on the impact of the
removal of fuel subsidies in the fisheries sector reveals that about 8% of the small-scale fleet would go from profits
to losses if fuel subsidies were removed, while about 34% of the large-scale fleet and 22% of the distant-water fleet
would also go from profits to losses – noting that 67% of the distant-water fleet already operate at a loss despite fuel
subsidies.23 This static analysis does not incorporate changes to fleet behaviour or markets. The OECD study based on
a dynamic equilibrium shows the impacts of the removal of fuel subsidies on small-scale fleets to be positive, as they
could better compete on price with large-scale fleets. That study also revealed that the benefits from fuel subsidies
currently go to the licence, quota or vessel owners of large-scale vessels, rather than to the crew themselves.24
Fuel subsidies are therefore the most unfair form of support considered in the analysis.
The potential impact of removing EU fuel subsidies would be low if the tax could be avoided, but this is generally a low
concern for fuel taxes as fuel use is more linked to a specific region than other tax bases (e.g. international financial
flows). In aviation, there is a concern that kerosene taxes or low-carbon fuel requirements will lead to bunkering – the
process whereby fuel is sourced elsewhere – but this relates to the fact that travelling to other jurisdictions is the
core practice of aviation businesses. The core practice of fisheries is catching fish, making travel to other jurisdictions
time-consuming and expensive. Despite the fact that fuel tax differentials already exist between countries, including
between EU MS, there is no evidence of bunkering in fisheries. In contrast, data on the movements of EU fishing
vessels reveal that the vast majority of vessel activity take place within EU waters, and much of that activity within a
few nautical miles of MS coastlines (Fig. 2). The removal of fuel subsidies is therefore unlikely to see any bunkering
effects, particularly not in the domestic small-scale and large-scale fleets.

Figure 2: Density of fishing
vessel activity.25
Note: Measured as hours per km2
per month. Automatic identification
system (AIS) is only required for vessels
over 15m in length.

Ultimately, the removal of EU fuel subsidies would reduce catches and profitability in the short-term, particularly
for those fuel intense fishing methods, but in the long-term would help fish stocks to recover and result in higher
economic output. Higher fuel prices would also induce greater adjustments towards more energy efficient
fishing vessels and gears,26 which, coupled with greater fish stock abundance, would further increase the overall
efficiency and profitability of EU fisheries, while simultaneously promoting reduced CO2 emissions and damage
to the marine environment.27

CONCLUSION
Whether it is to honour the EU’s international commitments or to incentivise
fuel-efficient fishing; whether it is to reduce overfishing or to enable smallscale fishers to better compete; whether it is to stop incentives for damaging
bottom trawling or to use fiscal policy prudently; the reasons to remove EU
fuel subsidies are wide-reaching and overwhelmingly supported by science. As
with any transition, removing fuel subsidies must be done justly, and possibly
gradually, however this is helped by several factors.
Often absent from EU fisheries discussions is the fact that the EU fishing fleet
is currently very profitable,28 particularly the large-scale fleet, which would be
most negatively impacted in the short-term by the removal of fuel subsidies
(whereas the small-scale fleet is likely positively affected).
In addition, removing this form of support need not mean a reduction in overall
support for the fisheries sector. It is estimated that more than €1 billion of
government revenue is foregone due to fuel tax concessions.29 This public
money could be repurposed for better use. Fuel subsidies are a very inefficient
means of supporting incomes, redirecting support – particularly if it supports the
rebuilding of fish stocks – would result in improved socio-economic conditions
for all fishers.
Finally, the EU is committed to achieving net zero greenhouse gas emissions
– a commitment that includes the fisheries sector, which has barely begun its
transition compared to other sectors. The future of EU fisheries undoubtedly
consists of low-emission, and ultimately zero-emissions vessels. Reaching this
goal – especially because it is a challenging sector to decarbonise – requires
early action.30 The first step, following the ‘do no harm’ principle, is surely to
remove the most perverse, inefficient, unfair, and costly incentive that is still
being provided by the EU – fuel subsidies.
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